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DARPA (Defense Advanced Projects Research Agency) 

RS Information Systems manages DARPA’s highly secure IT infrastructure at its headquarters 
in Arlington Virginia.  RSIS must meet strict service levels for security and availability at this 
site of 1,000 sophisticated and demanding Windows users. 
 
RSIS uses Migrate7 for its desktop migration needs at DARPA.   
 
Tranxition’s implementation team helped RSIS install a fully-automated process for user 
migration and disaster recovery.  Technicians deliver a migration agent to user desktops via 
Microsoft’s System Management Server (SMS).  Using Tranxition’s command line 
functionality, extractions and injections occur off-hours when bandwidth is highest.  When 
necessary, migration technicians launch the process by accessing the executable on the 
user’s desktop. 
 
The process developed for DARPA exceeded expectations.  Due to the highly sensitive 
nature of DARPA’s work, Migrate7’s use of Microsoft Windows Active Directory to validate 
requests to inject a personality preserves system security policies.   
 
The product’s flexibility and data transfer capabilities are key to RSIS’ ability to preserve 
protect and transport user personalities in this demanding environment. 
 

A Large Central Bank 

A large central bank with 24,000 Windows users in 13 divisions -spread over 40 locations- 
planned a system-wide upgrade and standardization to their Windows 2000 environment.  
Despite the high quality of their IT staff, the Bank’s IT management realized they needed 
help to realize a migration project of this size with the necessary levels of security and user 
availability.  In addition, delivery of the new hardware to end users was subject to strict 
chain-of-custody procedures. 
 
The Bank selected Tranxition to provide the software, services and training for this project.  
Tranxition developed an automated process around its Migrate7 solution to satisfy the 
bank’s special security requirements.  Migration technicians provisioned and imaged the new 
systems in each location’s secure staging area.  Personality extractions automatically began 
when the selected users logged off after a certain time of day and for a certain length of 
time.  The personalities were then automatically injected to a new PC in the staging area, and 
delivered to the users’ workstations before their normal workday begins. 
 
This process enabled 60-100 PC upgrades per workday without staff additions or contractors.  
The Bank completed the upgrade in 80% of the budgeted time. The Bank attributed the 
success of their migration project to the highly automated process and support provided by 
Tranxition.   
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Internal Revenue Service 
 
The Internal Revenue Service deployed Tranxition’s technology to effect a 154,000 seat 
migration of IRS employees in a system wide refresh.   The robust command line and deep 
migration functionality enabled the migration to proceed extremely well. 
 

Army IMCEN  

 
Titan Corporation, a division of L3 communications, is the prime contractor for the Army’s 
Information Management Support Center (IMCEN), which provides IT support services to 
HQDA agencies.  This contract required Titan to upgrade and standardize 9000 users on 
Windows XP/Office XP and several proprietary applications.  IMCEN selected Tranxition for 
the user migration portion of this project after trying and rejecting another solution.  
According to the project managers, Titan’s purchase decision was due to the adaptability of 
Tranxition’s software and the technical accuracy of the migration of specific application 
settings and files, most notably Tranxition’s Outlook content.   
 
Tranxition collaborated with Titan to develop an automated process that launches when 
migration technicians call a batch file.  The batch file automatically extracts user 
personalities, and then injects the personalities to a new machine or stored image.  In rare 
cases requiring a desktop visit, technicians launch the process using the run command on the 
user’s workstation.  Titan recently modified this process to remotely execute Tranxition’s 
LiveManage using Symantec’s iCommand management suite to preserve, protect and 
transport the Pentagon’s investment in user data and personalizations. 
 
 

Defense Contract Management Agency 
 
The Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) has about 12,600 Windows PCs 
deployed in 300 locations worldwide.  Only 30 of these locations have more than 100 PCs, 
and about 85% of the locations lacked access to network resources.   
 
DCMA contracted with service provider Integration Technologies Group (ITG) to upgrade and 
standardize 8,500 of their PCs on Windows XP/Office XP.  In turn, ITG needed processes to 
provide the services at minimum cost while conforming to DCMA’s stringent security 
requirements.  
 
Tranxition helped ITG develop a cost-effective process to automatically extract the 
personalities, re-image the system, and inject the personalities.  This process executed when 
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the machine booted with an external hard drive connected to a USB port. Technicians need 
only connect the hard drive to the old PC, boot the machine, install new hardware (if 
necessary) and check for proper exit codes when the process completes.  
 
ITG upgraded more than 25 PCs per technician per day with this process.   ITG has since 
developed a branded migration service based on Tranxition’s technology, which it will be 
using to upgrade 4,200 DCMA PCs each year. 
 

About Tranxition Corporation  
 
Tranxition Corporation is the technology leader in providing the deepest Windows upgrade 
technology available for seamless user profile and application content migration on Windows 
desktops and servers. With headquarters in Portland, Oregon in the United States, Tranxition 
is a privately held software development company that created the market for PC user state 
migration and delivers fully-supported enterprise and OEM solutions that enable 
corporations to slash the pain of Windows Migration.  For more information, visit 
www.tranxition.com, phone 1-888-391-4360  in the US and Canada, or 1+503+688+5046 
outside the United States. 
 
Tranxition Corporation 
516 SE Morrison St.  
Suite 242 
Portland, OR 97214 
www.tranxition.com 
 
Sales 
1+ (503) 688-5046 
sales@tranxition.com 
 
Technical Support 
1+ (503) 688-5047 
support@tranxition.com 
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